COLLEGE PLANNING & LEADERSHIP RETREAT
May 30, 2003

EVALUATIONS

1. How would you rate the leadership retreat overall?
(Poor) -0  (1)-0  (2)-1  (3)-6  (4)-11  (Excellent) -9

2. What did you like about the retreat?

- Location
- Frank’s Closing Comments
- The important people of the campus were in attendance and participated with event.
- The candid conversation
- Facility
- Sharing
- Format
- Explanation of the Planning Process stuck to agenda pretty well, good organization
- Getting a clearer picture of the master plan
- Interacting with other staff members
- The cooperation of spirit of college leaders to work together to move the college forward.
- Everything – especially interactive sessions
- The commitment6 of the participants
- The Academic Affairs Group Activity III was the highlight of my day.
- Very interesting and helpful
- A chance to interact with some faculty/staff I normally don’t get to see.
- The spirit of enthusiasm of this dedicated group
- Need to get together emphasized and follow planning process
- Exchange solutions
- Small group interaction and Vice President cooperation
- It was very helpful
- Group Activity
- Well organized, good information to work with
- Format, easy
3. Were your expectations of the retreat met?

(Yes) - 25   (No) -1   (Don’t Know) -1

4. How can we improve?

- OK the way it is now
- When planning the meal, ask about special need/dietary restrictions or needs
- A really full day cut down on the agenda
- Better food
- Do this each semester
- Do this again!
- Keep doing
- Have more of these
- Shorter presentations
- Establish priority by the fund of the retreat
- More
- Need more opportunities for 4 divisions to interact and have open and honest dialogue
- Have the right people here
- Better Breakfast
- Better Food
- Keep to time schedule
- ?????? uneven application of furlough (proposed)
- A bigger room or a break out room. We could not hear each other when we were divided into 3 groups.

5. What topic was most valuable?

- President’s Closing Remarks
- Planning for the Future
- Student Access and goal Development
- How to make the Master Plan Action Objectives happen
- Strategies for bad times and seeing opportunities within them
- Budget Plans, Future Plans and strategies of the college going forward
- Implementing the Action Objectives
- The decision-making model
- Howe the Planning Process works
- Explanation of the planning process
- Format – Involvement
- Information Technology Presentation
- Nick Dang’s Presentation
- Not sure
- All (3 people)
- HR 5 and HR 6

6. **How would you rate the facility and the food?**

(Poor) -5  (1) -1  (2) -6  (3) -3  (4) -10  (Excellent) -7

**COMMENTS**

Do this again, perhaps each semester
Facilities good, Food poor
Thank you for your hard work and planning that went into this event.
Excellent
Great Job Team!
Excellent
Food not that great